
DECOUPAGE WOODEN ORNAMENTS SET FOUR.

SUPPLY LIST:
3 inch Wooden blanks. The ones I used are no longer availabe. But these are just like 
them
https://www.amazon.com/PartyTalk-Unfinished-Predrilled-Centerpieces-Decorations/dp/
B07FD1J48T/
Mod Podge This is available at many places.  I use the brand name, but the others 
would work also.
I used the Matte to attach the paper, and the Super Gloss Brilliant to seal it. 
A paint brush to apply the Mod Podge.
Graphics to print.
Most of the graphics came from Pixabay. https://pixabay.com. A few came from my 
own private collection.
The edited graphic. If your frames are a difference size you will need to adjust these.
A printer. Mine is an ink jet. But a laser would also work.
A program to edit the graphic. I use a very old copy of Paint Shop Pro because I’m 
used to it. But any program would work. Also https://www.canva.com/ is an excellent 
online editor that I use quite a lot. 
¼ ribbon for the hangers. I buy this from Walmart.
Dollar Tree Floral Garden Gem Mesh for edgings.
Dollar Tree Christmas House Mini Bows. These have a fake sort of metal holding 
them together. I cut most of it off so it doesn’t show when they are glued on.
Hot glue and hot glue gun to attach the edging and bows. 

STEPS TO CREATE THE ORNAMENT:
Edit the graphic with a circle frame for cutting. If your blanks are the same size as mine, 
you can skip this step and use the graphic I provided. 
Print two of each graphic

https://www.amazon.com/PartyTalk-Unfinished-Predrilled-Centerpieces-Decorations/dp/B07FD1J48T/
https://www.amazon.com/PartyTalk-Unfinished-Predrilled-Centerpieces-Decorations/dp/B07FD1J48T/
https://pixabay.com
https://www.canva.com/




Cut out the graphics as close to the lines as possible.
Paint one side of the wood bank with matte mod podge.
Stick the graphic on and let dry.
Repeat on the other side of the blank.
Seal the graphic by painting the super gloss Mod Podge on both sides allowing each to 
dry.

Once they are completely dry, you are ready to decorate.
I cut the gem mesh into strips just long enough to go around the ornament and then cut 
between the edge gems so one would go on the front and the other on the back. Then I 
used the hot glue to stick one end to the top of the ornament. Next, I folded the gem 
mesh around the edge, sticking a few spots around with the hot glue. Then I attached the 
front gem on and turned the piece over and attached the tops on the back.
Lastly, I attached one bow to the front and one to the back and strung the ribbon through 
the top hole making a hanging loop.

With edging and bows and hanging ribbon.



 


